
	
	

  

 

 

 
  

Croatan Institute is seeking sponsorship to support our new 
Croatan Conversations series. The series will include thought 
provoking presentations, one-on-one and small group 
interviews, and intimate discussions to explore emerging 
opportunities for investing in solutions to the most urgent 
challenges of the 21st century. Senior level decision-makers -- 
from the fields of sustainable, responsible, and mission-related 
impact investment, fund management, institutional investment, 
community development finance, investment consulting, and 
investor engagement and financial activism are invited to 
participate as speakers and active participants.  
 
Sponsorship gives mission-aligned partners recognition while 
promoting the series across our media channels, as well as 
during the live Conversation to our engaged audiences. Please 
join us in creating this invaluable platform to connect leaders in 
this space.  
 

Learn more: https://croatanconversations.org/  

 

 

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 
 

 
Your support is vital to 
creating this needed resource.  

Contact Jaime Silverstein to 
discuss becoming a sponsor: 

conversations@croataninstitute.org  

 

Learn more about Croatan 
Conversations:  

croatanconversations.org 

 
ore than ever, leaders at the frontlines of finance, social good, and ecological resilience are looking for 
in-depth discussions and engagement to address the world’s toughest social and environmental 
challenges. Croatan Conversations offer a virtual platform to address this need through webinars, 

interviews, and small group discussions.  
 
Hosted by the Institute’s diverse team of strategists, scientists, and financial activists and analysts, Croatan 
Conversations are designed to bring the Institute’s widening circle of collaborative partners into deep 
dialogue about leading investment trends in climate justice, human rights, racial equity, resilient 
communities, and regenerative food and agriculture.  

 

 

CROATAN CONVERSATIONS 
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Contact Jaime Silverstein for more information at conversations@croataninstitute.org  

 
Title  

Sponsor 
 

$10,000 - $25,000 

Contributing 
Sponsor 

 
$6,000 - $10,000 

Supporting  
Sponsor 

 
$3,000 - $6,000 

Individual  
Sponsor 

 
$1,500 - $3,000 

Exposure 6 CONVERSATIONS 6 CONVERSATIONS 3 CONVERSATIONS 1 CONVERSATION 

Social media 
promotion 

    

Website (name or 
logo) LARGE LOGO MEDIUM LOGO SMALL LOGO SMALL LOGO  

Recognition during 
conversation 

    

Email blasts     

Virtual greeting 
during conversation 

    

  

 
DETAILED SPONSOR BENEFIT 

 

   Title Sponsor 
   $10,000 - $25,000* 

¨ Social media promotion as series sponsor 
¨ LARGE logo recognition as sponsor in 

email promotion, Eventbrite page, and 
website  

¨ Two verbal recognitions during 
conversation including logo placement 
on sponsor slide 

¨ Virtual remarks during one conversation 
¨ Additional exposure through Canopy 

Community add-on is possible   
¨ 6 conversations 

Contributing Sponsor 
$6,000 - $10,000* 

¨ Social media promotion as series sponsor 
¨ MEDIUM logo recognition as sponsor in 

email promotion, Eventbrite page and 
website  

¨ Two verbal recognition during 
conversation including logo placement on 
sponsor slide 

¨ Additional exposure through Canopy 
Community add-on is possible   

¨ 6 conversations 

* We are offering a sliding scale of sponsorship to make participation accessible to individuals and institutions of 
all sizes. The lower price range is intended for smaller or low-resource organizations.  

Note that CANOPY COMMUNITY members receive a 10% discount on these sponsorship levels.  

 

 

Supporting Sponsor 
$3,000 - $6,000* 

¨ Social media promotion as series sponsor 
¨ SMALL logo recognition as sponsor in 

email promotion, Eventbrite page and 
website  

¨ One verbal recognition during 
conversation including name listed on 
sponsor slide 

¨ 3 conversations 

 

Individual Conversation Sponsor 
$1,500 - $3,000* 

• Social media promotion as individual 
conversation sponsor 

¨ SMALL logo recognition as sponsor in 
email promotion, Eventbrite page and 
website 

¨ One verbal recognition during 
conversation including logo placement on 
sponsor slide 

¨ 1 conversation 

 


